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A Tax on Living Expenses
By J. A. Cull
An income tax to be ideal should have the following attributes:
1. It should be simple of computation and a matter of advance
knowledge of the taxpayer.
2. It should penalize wastefulness and reward thrift.
3. It should not burden production more than is necessary.
4. It should encourage investment in industry.
5. It should conduce to lower prices.
6. It should yield a constant income to the government.
In short, it should do the things that the present United States
income-tax law does not do, and should not do the things which
the present law does. The present law is anything but simple in
interpretation. Already we have volumes of court decisions,
treasury decisions, solicitor’s opinions, departmental rulings and
regulations, opinions of the attorney-general, solicitor’s memo
randa, recommendations of the committee on appeals and review,
etc. Nor is the method of calculation of tax even moderately
intelligible. The computation of the tax liability in the case of
individuals alone involves five distinct devices for placing the
larger burden on the larger income. One should be sufficient.
The reported cost of administering the income-tax laws for
the year ended June 30, 1922, was $41,500,000, and the cost to
the taxpayers outside of taxes for conferences, expert advice, etc.,
has been estimated at $140,700,000 annually.
The taxpayer has no assurance when he has paid his income
tax on March 15th that the matter is settled. For five years he
is in danger of an assessment and such assessment may, and
often does, arrive after four lean years when the profits of that
year of large income have all been dissipated. The man who
saves his substance and invests in productive enterprise is an
economic asset to the nation. His savings make possible new
industry which adds to the total wealth and affords employment
for more labor.
The man who spends his earnings in riotous living adds noth
ing to the national wealth and he should be penalized rather than
the other. The present law discourages investments by Heavy
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taxation. Certainly investment in productive enterprise is not
fostered and investment in state securities tends to wasteful
public expenditure. Production should be released entirely from
tax burden. We should recognize that the consumer pays the
taxes and in this recognition stop fooling ourselves with any
other idea. Our failure to recognize that fact and our vain
efforts to place the burden there does not tax production but it
does hamper and even in a large measure stifles production. Taxexempt securities are draining industry of capital. A taxpayer
whose income is in the higher brackets pays fifty per cent. to the
government if it is derived from industry, but if its origin is
state-bond interest, he pays nothing at all. Clearly, industry will
not be favored with investment when there is such an alternative.
Prices necessarily reflect a certain inflation under present con
ditions. The law of supply and demand, at least in its minor
reactions, is materially affected by artificial manipulation. Even
if this were not so, the effort to shift the burden of taxation to
the consumer would be largely successful. There is a certain
volume of wealth in the country and only so much. A certain
amount of that wealth must be converted to the uses of govern
ment. If taxes were equitably apportioned, there would be no
room for taxing another product, another industry, or another
accumulation of capital to compensate for lack of government
income from established sources. Yet when more income is
needed, this is the method employed.
A tax which not only avoids the inequities of the present
income tax but operates constructively to promote industry and
create wealth is proposed in a tax on basis of the living expenses
of the individual. Corporations and like organizations should be
taxed not at all. The earnings of the corporation must sooner or
later find their way to the pockets of individuals and while en
route they are promoting the production of wealth, creating
employment and consequently paying living expenses of other
individuals. Corporations are merely the agencies of individuals
and the subjects of taxation are in no wise diminished by
excluding them from the tax lists.
The individual should be required as now to account for his
full income and his taxable income should be his net income less
a fixed exemption, according to his marital status, which should
approximate the dividing line between a wholesome standard of
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living and extravagance and less investments in legal productive
enterprise and government bonds. Thus, if a man’s net income
is $10,000, and the fixed exemption $2,400, and he uses $1,600
to purchase railroad bonds, $1,200 for interest and $100 for
donations to charity, his taxable income will be computed as
follows:
Income ............................................ $10,000.00
Less:
Fixed exemption.. $ 2,400.00
Investments ......
1,600.00
Interest .................
1,200.00
Donations .............
100.00
5,300.00
$ 4,700.00
The $4,700, therefore, representing his living expenses is the
basis of his tax.
If he owns his own home, depreciation and up-keep are part
of his living expense. If he rents, his rent is likewise part of his
diving expense. As neither item is a deduction from income they
need not be considered. Nor, obviously, should the original pur
chase of a home be considered a deduction, but the corresponding
tax thereon should be spread over a term of years like
depreciation.
The tax rate should be graduated sharply but by the use of
one formula and one only. To be sure, this formula would be
borrowed from higher mathematics and not intelligible in nature
and computation to the layman, but certainly the computation of
taxable income which is the basis of the tax and the whole story
to the taxpayer would be simple indeed of calculation. The result
would seem certainly to promote thrift and discourage prodigality,
as the rewards would go to the one who saves and the penalty
to the spender. It would burden production least of all taxes
since the tax is placed on the ultimate consumption, as far removed
as possible from the production. It would encourage investment.
Who would hide his talents and thus be liable for a tax on them
rather than place them where they would yield an income and at
the same time be non-taxable?
Tax-exempt securities, the crying wrong of the present system,
would lose their attractiveness in comparison with industrial
investment if industrial investments were likewise tax-exempt,
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and strikes and lockouts which at present attend capital-drained
industrialism would expend their energy in new enterprise.
For the same reason that it would but slightly affect pro
duction, the tax would likewise slightly affect prices to the ultimate
consumer. Its yield to the government would be constant but
only as it was made so. A tax commission should be empowered
to fix from year to year the exemption and the tax rate com
mensurate with the needs of government. It would be far more
logical, scientific, equitable and simple than to pass new laws to
tax new industries or new taxpayers with all the attendant train
of new rulings and decisions, to say nothing of the industrial
readjustment and turmoil occasioned by such legislation.
It is not to be supposed that the fixed exemption under present
abnormal conditions could be placed as high as is desirable nor
that the rate of tax could be placed as low as would have been
possible under ante-bellum conditions, but it would seem that this
tax would operate in the direction of the production of a larger
and larger volume of wealth, a larger and larger industrialism
and, in the long run, a better and better standard of living as the
fixed exemption increased with enlarged sources of government
income. This is, therefore, not merely a system of taxation but a
theory of economic government administration.
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